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REVEILLE 
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Geneva)

❖ ❖  Not to imply that we’ve been 
snoozing unconcerned by affairs that 
need to be addressed, but it does seem that we 
have so far been spared the frenzy of a too-rap
id spring warm-up and all the biological activ
ity, some welcome and some less so, that comes 
with it. With the warmer temperatures forecast 
later in the week, we will definitely begin to 
see more action in the arthropod world, and al
though not all of these events will occur imme
diately, a glance through the following check
list will serve as a reminder of some prebloom 
points of interest to keep in mind before w e’re 
suddenly surrounded by creatures of the earth.

and reduce to 1.0-1.5% as the trees reach 
tight/green cluster. Also, don’t for

get the value of this tactic in stone 
fruit plantings (cherry, peach and 
plum) with a history of ERM. Al
ternatively, in apples, ovicides 

like Apollo, Onager and Savey 
(and the IGR Zeal) can be delayed 

until pink or petal fall, and if your 
time evaporates and a miticide applica

tion before bloom is impossible, consider these 
products or Agri-Mek at petal fall in problem 
blocks. Besides saving some time during the 
hectic prebloom period, this also makes sense 
as a rotation program for purposes of resistance 
management.

Rosy Apple Aphid: In particularly suscep
tible varieties like Cortland, Ida Red, Golden 
Delicious, or R.I. Greening, a material such 
as Lorsban or Supracide can provide effective

Mites: Oil applications should go on before continued...
we reach pink in apples or white bud in pears, 
and as there’s not much freezing weather in the 
extended forecast, any calm period of sufficient 
duration would be a suitable spray window.
Start with 1.5-2.0% through half-inch green, IN THIS ISSUE...
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prevention through tight cluster, and will also help 
against San Jose scale at the same time [NOTE: 
only 1 application per season is allowed for both 
Lorsban and Supracide]. Actara is another good 
prebloom fit for rosy apple aphid and other pests 
besides, including leaf miners and early plum cur- 
culio. You’ll also get some side rosy control if 
you’re using Esteem for scale at this time. Beleaf 
is a new product that is labeled against aphids on 
tree fruits in NYS, including rosy apple aphid.

San Jose Scale: In addition to the Lorsban 
and Supracide noted above, delayed dormant oil 
applications will do a good job of reducing scale 
populations. If you’re not treating for rosies but 
are concerned that SJS might be increasing in some 
blocks, Esteem is an insect growth regulator with 
good activity on scale. The label calls for it to be 
mixed with oil, so if you’re applying oil for mites 
anyway, this might be a tactic to try in severe cas
es.

Dogwood Borer/American Plum Borer: A
coarse spray of Lorsban directed at trunk burr knots 
between half-inch green and petal fall is the most 
effective tactic against both species, which can be 
a particular problem in dwarf plantings.

continued...
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Pear Midge: The first adults generally appear 
when Bartletts and Clapps are in the swollen bud to 
tight cluster bud stage, but no successful egg-laying oc
curs until the flower buds are a little more developed. It 
may be too late in some spots, but in pear blocks with a 
history of midge infestations, concentrate on those por
tions of the orchard most protected from the wind by 
trees, high ground, or buildings, as the midges tend to 
be most numerous in these spots. Organophosphates 
like Guthion are the most effective materials; 2 sprays 
are recommended, one between swollen bud and first 
separation of the sepals, and another 7 days later (or at 
white bud, whichever comes first).

Pear Psylla: If you’re just stalling on your oil sprays, 
one application at 2% or two at 1% until white bud 
should provide adequate protection against egg depo
sition until an insecticide spray might be elected. A 
number of newer materials have shown good activity 
in suppressing psylla numbers at white bud or after 
petal fall, including Actara, Assail, Calypso, Delegate, 
and Esteem, in addition to the more traditional pyre- 
throid products (e.g., Asana, Danitol, Proaxis/War- 
rior). Agri-Mek used shortly after petal fall has given 
good control iI applied correctly (well-timed, adequate 
coverage, combined with an oil adjuvant), and split 
applications of Nexter or Provado, also starting soon 
after petal fall, will help keep nymph numbers down 
through the early summer.

Oriental Fruit Moth: The first adults could 
start flying during the next two weeks, depend
ing on how much of a warming trend we get, and 
pheromone disruption starting against this brood 
in peaches or apples is an option, although bear 
in mind that your plum curculio sprays will serve 
double duty against OFM as well. However, be 
prepared to start these at petal fall even in peaches, 
as shuck split will be too late to get the first egg- 
laying moths.

Black Cherry Aphid: In (especially) sweet 
cherry plantings having a history of infestation 
by this pest, which curls and stunts the leaves, a 
prebloom inspection for these shiny black metal
lic insects can warrant an application of Thionex, 
Assail, Beleaf, or a pyrethroid (e.g., Asana, Bay- 
throid, Leverage, Warrior).

Tarnished Plant Bug: Early season feeding by 
overwintered adults in peaches can damage flower 
buds and cause bleeding of sap from twigs and 
shoots. If you note several bleeding sites per tree, 
a pink application of a pyrethroid can offer some 
control. In apricots, choose Asana, Baythroid, or 
Warrior. The full range of pyrethroids is available 
in apples, along with products in other classes, 
such as Avaunt and Beleaf. This is a an appropri
ate time to keep in mind that satisfactory control of 
TPB is more likely with appropriate management 
of orchard weeds that attract this pest and act as 
alternate hosts. ❖ ❖
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HOW 
DRY 
I AM

NOT A FLUID 
SITUATION 
(Art Agnello, 
Entomology, Geneva)

♦♦♦❖  It seems like once you make an error, 
the microscope is focused on everything related 
to it that you do afterwards. Further to the mat
ter of Esteem 35WP, we have been informed 
of several current references we have made to 
this product’s liquid formulation, which is no 
longer marketed in NY. Rates for the use of

Esteem that are given in fluid ounces are therefore 
erroneous — such as in last week’s article on pear 
psylla (the correct rate should be 4—5 oz [avoirdu- 
pois]/A) and in several locations in the TF Guide
lines (all of which I have attempted to find and cor
rect, although one can never be sure).

Also in the same article, it should be noted 
that the rate of oil to be used as an adjuvant in the 
4th-to-last paragraph should in fact be 0.25%. We 
would hate for the omission of a decimal point to 
result in anyone’s spraying enough oil on the tree 
to kill off all the foliage (at least). ❖ ❖

PHENOLOGIES

Geneva:
4/13 4/20 (Predicted)

Apple(Mclntosh): 50% green tip green tip
Apple(Red Delicious): silver tip green tip
Apple(Empire): 50% green tip green tip
Pear (Bartlett): swollen bud swollen bud - bud burst
Sweet cherry: swollen bud swollen bud
Tart cherry (Montmorency): swollen bud swollen bud
Plum (Castleton): swollen bud swollen bud - bud burst
Peach (Red Haven): swollen bud swollen bud - bud burst
Apricot (Harrowblush): swollen bud

Highland:
Apple (Mclntosh/Ginger Gold, 
Red/Golden Delicious): green tip
Pear (Bartlett): bud burst
Pear (Bose): swollen bud
Peach (early): early pink bud
Peach (late): green tip
Plum (Stanley/ltalian): swollen bud
Apricot (early): white bud - first bloom
Apricot (late): early white bud
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Geneva:
Pear psylla adults observed 4/9.

Highland:
Pear psylla laying eggs, green fruitworm, spotted 
tentiform leafminer, redbanded leafroller and ori
ental fruit moth flying, but numbers not increasing 
due to cool weather.

UPCOMING PEST EVENTS
43°F 50°F

Current DD accumulations (Geneva 1/1-4/13/09): 104 33
(Geneva 1/1 -4/13/2008): 113 45

(Geneva "Normal"): 118 48
(Geneva 1/1-4/20 Predicted): 139 45

(Highland 3/1-4/13): 311 40

Comine Events: Ranees (Normal ±StDev):
Green fruitworm peak catch 103-213 41-97
Pear psylla 1st oviposition 40-126 11-53
Redbanded leafroller 1 st catch 108-176 39-79
Spotted tentiform leafminer 1st catch 110-198 41-91
Green apple aphid present 111-265 38-134
Rosy apple aphid nymphs present 134-244 56-116
Pearthrips active in pear buds 118-214 50-98
McIntosh at green tip 96-148 37-63
McIntosh at half-inch green 155-201 65-93

NOTE: Every effort has been made to provide correct, complete and up-to-date pesticide recommendations. Nevertheless, 
changes in pesticide regulations occur constantly, and human errors are possible. These recommendations are not a substitute for 
pesticide labelling. Please read the label before applying any pesticide.
This material is based upon work supported by Smith Lever funds from the Cooperative State Research, Education, and Extension 
Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture. Any opinions, findings, conclusions, or recommendations expressed in this publication 
are those of the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the view of the U.S. Department of Agriculture.
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